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The Design Scoping 
Review (DSR) 
Meeting* is part of 
the project kick-
off. Preparing for 
the DSR Meeting  
includes defining 
project objectives 
and organizing the 
team. 

*Note: Sometimes this consists of one or more meetings, and 
the terms pre-scoping or scoping may be used interchangeably.  



Audience Input

• How do you conduct a typical DSR Meeting?

• What topics do you typically discuss?

• What do you do if specialty or outside parties choose not to 
attend a review meeting (or are unavailable) 
―Maybe agree to meet with them individually

― Let them know about issues within their discipline that may need 
discussion/resolution

• What if someone says they’re too busy to attend?
―Maybe agree to cover their topic early in the agenda and then turn 

them loose (You can’t do this for everyone, though!)

• Some regions have Kick Off meetings or other type meetings prior 
to formal Design Scoping Review Meeting.
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To prepare, the PM:

• Identifies disciplines and team 
members and “how and what” they 
are going to contribute to the project. 

• Identifies risks.

• Begins to define milestones, schedule, 
and deliverables. 

• Drafts as much of the PDP as possible.  
The project team will help fill in the 
blanks later.

Project Delivery Plan 
1. Risk Management

2. Roles & Responsibilities

3. Scope Management

4. Cost Management

5. Schedule Management

6. Change Management

7. Procurement Management

8. Communications Management

9. Quality Management

10. Transition to Construction Plan



Where should you file your PDP?
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ProjectWise Folders
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The Project Management Webpage includes guidance for 
conducting the DSR Meeting. The PM typically:

1. Provides an overview of the project as “inherited”:
a. Scope:  Project limits and draft Form 463 Design Data
b. Schedule:  Milestones and AD date
c. Budget:  Summary of funding and any special tracking 

requirements or scope limitations because of funding 
type 

2. Reviews risks and works with the team to complete 
the Risk Workbook to the extent possible

3. Prepares a Project Team Contact list

4. Discusses team operating guidelines including:
a. Team meetings (frequency, participants, etc.)
b. Communication Plan (methods, frequency, etc.)



The Scoping Milestone
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The DSR Meeting is an important step 
in organizing the project team. What’s 
different now is that holding the DSR 
Meeting no longer signifies completion 
of the scoping milestone. 

Moving forward, the Scoping 
Milestone will be achieved when the 
Project Delivery Plan has been 
completed and endorsed. 

Project Delivery Plan 
1. Risk Management

2. Roles & Responsibilities

3. Scope Management

4. Cost Management

5. Schedule Management

6. Change Management

7. Procurement Management

8. Communications Management

9. Quality Management

10. Transition to Construction Plan
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